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Abstract—Power systems with a large share of inherently
intermittent energy sources require new approaches to system
operation. Demand side management is seen as one potential
resource for maintaining power balance in a future energy system
with large amounts of volatile renewable energy generation.
Existing demand response programs require flexibility in a
set time frame from the electricity consumers in reaction to
economic incentives. For a more detailed qualitative analysis
of consumer flexibility, not only price but also notice time are
imperative parameters. Former has been studied in numerous
references whereas the impact of the latter has not yet been
examined in depth. This paper presents a review of existing
demand response programs and reflects on consumers’ flexibility
with respect to notice time. While some schemes include fixed
notification schedules, others allow for variable notice time, or
even continuous updating. In this paper, the consequences of
notice time and update intervals on flexible electricity consumers
are studied in Demand Bidding model with continuous forecast
updates.

Index Terms—smart grids, power system simulation, power
generation planning, power system economics, wind energy
integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Limited energy resources in the form of fossil fuels at a time
when a paradigm shift in energy policy is occurring will char-
acterise this century by intensified competition of renewable
energy sources. Renewable energy from wind power has both
a competitive and comparative advantage [1] and is seen as
one of the most promising and mature large scale renewable
alternatives in a future energy system. There are, however,
also challenges related to the exploitation of wind energy. Due
to the intermittent nature of wind power the power output
is inherently volatile. Additionally, the limited predictability
of wind speeds results in uncertain wind power forecasts.
In a power system however, the balance of production and
consumption needs to be balanced at all times. Any deviation
may potentially result in a blackout, which is associated to
high costs for society.

Several options exist to ensure the power balance in the
long and short term. In a future smart grid, flexible electricity
consumers are seen as one option of maintaining the power
system in balance. The European Wind Energy Association
concludes in [1] that for improved wind power integration ”[...]
distribution grids must be more actively managed”. Demand

Response (DR) covers several aspects that are today provided
by generation units or storage. Flexible consumers may replace
or add on to these features in the future and add further
possibilities to the scope of system services.

In [2] the potential of DR in Germany was addressed and its
value for wind integration was estimated. In [3] the potential
of different DR tariffs for wind integration were analysed.
The National Renewable Energy laboratory addressed the
utilization of DR for wind integration in [4]. The impacts of
wind energy and DR on the day-ahead market were studied
in [5]. In [6] DR was found to have highest impact during
peak load hours with low wind power. From the converge
analysis of wind power and DR in [7], it was figured that load
aggregators must be able to bid foreseen ability to provide
ancillary services into the day ahead and intraday markets.
Demand shifting and peak clipping for wind integration were
studied in [8]. [9] proposed a two-part compound bidding
mode for wind power integration. A coupon-based DR model
considering uncertain wind power forecasts was presented
in[10] and both deficit-limiting scheduling and predicting
based DR for wind integration were examined in [11]. The
integration of variable wind energy using Demand Response
including a utility function has been adressed in [12].

However, the above studies are based on Demand Response
programs and models which are bound to a fixed time interval
to notify consumers. None of these studies have studied the
impact of different notice times of flexible consumers.

For enhanced integration of volatile renewable energy
sources such as wind power, the notice time is an imperative
parameter, since forecasts tend to become better as the target
hour is approached. An exemplary illustration of the wind
power forecast root mean square error over the forecast
horizon in German control areas is shown in Fig. 1. The second
graph of Fig. 1 illustrates the development of the probability
distribution function of forecast errors corresponding to the
forecast horizon. For simplicity, a normal distribution with a
mean of 0 is illustrated.

The framework to analyse the influencing factors of flexible
consumers is strongly bound to the electricity market set-up;
the type of DR program [14], market price formulation and
success indicators. It is logical that the flexibility of electricity
consumers decreases as the notice time (tn) becomes shorter
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Fig. 1. Wind power forecast root mean square error (RMSE) and probability
density function for selected forecast horizons (data from [13])

in most cases. On the other hand, forecasts of wind power
production become more accurate the closer they approach
the target hour. The question is thus, which consequences
notice time and update intervals for improved forecasts have
on the consumer participation. In order to formulate and solve
this problem, a suitable model of DR is imperative. Some
DR programs inherently include a fixed notification schedule,
while others allow for a study of the effects of notifying and
updating consumers.

Section II gives a review on existing DR schemes and
judges their suitability for a notice time dependent model. In
Section III an economic dispatch model for a subcategory of
Demand Bidding (DB) is proposed that allows for the analysis
of notice time using update intervals. A case study is presented
in section IV. In section V the results of the case study are
discussed and section VI gives a conclusion of this paper.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAMS

The U.S. Department of Energy defines demand response
as changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their
normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the
price of electricity over time, or to programs designed to
induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market
prices or when system reliability is jeopardized [15].

In the rapidly growing diversity of demand response pro-
grams, [14] proposed a classification of DR and summarized
existing programs. This section gives a brief overview of
Demand Response programs and possible classifications and
definitions.

Three basic types of proposed classifications can be identi-
fied; market, dispatchability and time oriented classifications.
With respect to this study, the most purposeful way of classi-
fying DR programs is to cluster them by the time when the
information for providing a certain service is exchanged. Fig. 2
shows the time frame of existing DR programs as classified
in [15].

Fig. 2. Classification of DR by time

It is obvious that for the system operator, a very quick
decision before the target hour, such as Direct Control, is
optimal, since the most accurate wind power forecast is
available only then. From the consumer point of view however,
a reliable predetermined tariff is the easiest option. Such tariffs
occur in Time of Use, Capacity Market, and Ancillary Service
programs.

III. MODELING NOTICE TIME

It can be concluded from Fig. 2, that only Demand Bidding
(DB) and Real Time Pricing (RTP) allow for flexible economic
scheduling starting on the day-ahead (DA). In order to examine
consumer flexibility with respect to notice time, a continuously
updated Demand Bidding (CU-DB) approach was developed
in this study. The conceptual framework is borrowed from
the Spanish intraday market, where new bids and offers are
traded in update intervals Tu of 6 hours. Every trading period
is modeled to occur at a new market place, i.e. energy is traded
anew independent of the previous contracts. The fact that most
customers do not have access to the market due to a minimum
bid size is taken care of by an aggregator. Furthermore, perfect
competition and information are assumed.

A. CU-DB Program

The proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 3, starting at 12:00
DA for target hour 24 on the consecutive day. Every 6 hours,
an updated wind power forecast Wfu results in trading of
additional energy at a new market place and rescheduling of
flexible generation (Gu) and consumption (Dfu) units: The
slope of the consumer’s utility curve is assumed to increase by
a factor ku as notice time decreases. The market equilibrium
after the update is found at the intersection of the updated
utility curves at price level λu. Directly before the target hour,
a last market place determines the final equilibrium for the
target hour, throughout which wind power is assumed constant.
Upon a forecast update, energy is traded anew on the next



Fig. 3. Continuously Updated Demand Bidding (CUDB) model

market place, with the demand bid curve starting from the
previous equilibrium.

At the 1st update time tu = 1, the notice time tn1 is 36
hours with respect to target hour 24. The forecasted price λ1

is determined at 12:00 DA, based on the initial wind power
forecast Wf1, the cost of required conventional generation G1

and initial flexible demand bidding curve Df1. The equilibria
of three exemplary consecutive notice times are illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 5.

Upon forecast update, the updated bid curves are merged
at a new market place starting from the equilibrium of the
previous update. Any additional generation and consumption
is traded independent of the previous market place. In that
way, both producers and consumers contribute to settle any
foreseeable imbalance at an early notice time.

B. Change of Wind Power Forecasts

When approaching the target hour, wind power forecasts
improve in accuracy. At the 2nd notice time, at e.g. 18:00
DA, the new wind power forecast Wf2 is used to determine
the price for additional flexible power generation G2. Flexible
consumers can be seen as generation units with negative
production that are competing with conventional generators.

1) Decreasing Wind Power Forecasts: An illustration of
a decreasing wind power forecast over three update steps is
depicted in Fig. 4. In case of a lower wind power forecast,
the flexible generation units may increase their scheduled
production by ∆Gup. This could however also be provided by
down-regulating consumers, that decrease their consumption
by selling previously acquired energy ∆Ddown. The equilibria
Equ at update u are indicated in the inset.
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Fig. 4. ∆Gup and ∆Ddown upon updated forecast in CU-DB

The surplus of wind power producers (yellow), flexible
generation (blue) and demand (green) at the 1st notice time is
shown. Further, the additional surplus S of flexible generation
(blue) and demand (green) at the respective update interval is
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4 and can be calculated by

SG,up,j =
1

2
·∆Gup,ij ·∆λij (1)

SD,down,j = ∆Ddown,ij ·∆λij , (2)

where j is the current and i is the previous notice time
2) Increasing Wind Power Forecasts: An example of an

increasing wind power forecast over three update steps is
illustrated in Fig. 5. In case of a higher wind power forecast,
the flexible generation units may produce less, i.e purchase
previously sold energy ∆Gdown for a lower price. This could
however also be provided by up-regulating consumers, that
increase their consumption ∆Dup. For illustration purposes
the initial slope bD1 = −0.1 $

MWh is multiplied by a factor
ku = tu at each update time tu which decreases the flexibility
of demand significantly. A summary of elasticity studies is
found in e.g. [16].
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Fig. 5. ∆Gdown and ∆Dup upon updated forecast in CU-DB

The additional surplus of flexible generation (blue) and
demand (green) in the respective update interval is illustrated
in Fig. 5 and can be calculated by

SG,down,j = ∆Gdown,ij ·∆λij (3)



SD,up,j =
1

2
·∆Dup,ij ·∆λij (4)

C. Cost Functions

The flexible generation G is modeled by a linear cost
function as shown in Figs. 5 and 4 and flexible demand Df

is modeled by a linear cost function with limits on maximal
price and consumption. In addition, the elasticity of flexible
consumers decreases with decreasing notice time, i.e. the slope
of the utility function becomes steeper at every update interval.
The demand is assumed to be deterministic, i.e. the actual load
at the target hour is exactly the sum of purchased energy during
the previous notice times. Due to the continuous trading in
several updates and deterministic consumers, any imbalance
is assumed to be settled in forward markets in this CU-DB
scheme.

The overall surplus of flexible demand and generation can
then be obtained by summing the surplus obtained in the
markets of all update times:

SG,total =
∑
u

SG,u (5)

SD,total =
∑
u

SD,u (6)

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, a selection of six particular scenarios is
analysed. Table I summarizes the development of wind power
forecasts from 36 hours ahead until the actual target hour 24.
The first scenarios S1 and S2 describe a constant maximal over

TABLE I
SCENARIOS OF WIND POWER FORECAST DEVELOPMENT [ MWh

h
]

Scenario S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

12:00 DA 537 463 537 463 500 500
18:00 DA 534 466 466 534 534 466
24:00 DA 531 469 531 469 531 469
06:00 ID 529 471 471 529 529 471
12:00 ID 527 473 527 473 527 473
18:00 ID 523 477 477 523 523 477
23:00 ID 502 498 502 498 502 498
24:00 ID 500 500 500 500 500 500

and under estimate respectively. S3 and S4 describe scenarios
where over and under estimate are constantly changing. S5
and S6 are similar to the first two scenarios, with the exception
that the initial wind power forecast proves to be the the real
production. In the reference scenario all updates forecast the
real wind power. All above values of wind power forecasts are
within a confidence range depicted in Fig. 6 and according to
the error in Fig. 1.

A. Results

The wind power forecast (Wf ), the resulting equilibrium
generation (Gf ), demand (Df ) and price for the above sce-
narios are summarized in Fig. 7. It can be seen that prices are
affected by both quantity of wind power deviation and notice
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Fig. 6. Range of wind power forecast uncertainty in Scenarios S1 to S6

time. In scenarios S3 and S4 with highly fluctuating forecasts,
the prices vary with larger magnitude during the first notice
times, when the quantity of forecast deviations is large. A
notable slope at the 7th update (at notice time tn = 1h) can be
identified throughout all six scenarios. The reason is that the
1h forecast is significantly better than the 6h forecast, as was
shown in Fig. 1. The price deviation in the last update that
characterizes the real wind power production has less impact
on the price level compared the the 7th update.

V. DISCUSSION

This CU-DB model enables customers to be updated with a
defined time period (e.g. 6h as in Spain) on the current forecast
of wind power production. Flexible consumers can participate
in competition with flexible generation units in several forward
markets.

This opens the opportunity for both bidding parties to in-
crease their utility in the consecutive market places. However,
power producers exploiting market power may strategically
bid with a lowered wind power forecast in the first market,
thus increasing their total surplus.

Flexible consumers are modelled with a linear bid curve
whose slope increases the shorter the notice time. Through
such model, the risk of the deterministic consumers is min-
imized, since they would only change their consumption if
their overall cost can be minimized, but otherwise would stick
to the initial consumption schedule. If consumers were not
deterministic, an additional stochastic component would be
introduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the consequences of notice time and update
intervals on flexible electricity consumers are studied. The re-
view of Demand Response programs concluded that variations
of Real Time Pricing (RTP) and Demand Bidding (DB) qualify
for an analysis of notice time. A continuously updated Demand
Bidding (CU-DB) model with consecutive wind power fore-
cast updates was developed. The model was applied to study
quantitatively the impact of notice time and uncertain wind
power forecasts on flexible consumers’ participation. In our
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of the six scenarios for 8 consecutive notice times

CU-DB model, both forecast error magnitude and notice time
affect the market equilibrium.

On the day-ahead (i.e. with long notice time), wind power
forecasts show stochastically higher forecast deviations, while
energy demand is more flexible in the scheduled consumption.
In the intra-day frame (i.e with short notice time), the wind
power forecasts tend to display smaller deviations, whereas
energy demand is less flexible to reschedule consumption. In
this study, we have shown how to analyse these two imperative
parameters in a quantitative way.

A selection of six scenarios representing extreme wind
power forecast deviation developments were studied and the
results with respect to equilibrium demand and price were
presented. It was found that an update with a short notice time
can be beneficial to settle the deviation from earlier forecasts.
This is due to the increasing certainty as forecasts approach
the target hour.
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